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Abstract—To foster the energy-efficiency in current and future multi-core processors, the benefits and trade-offs of a large set of optimization solutions must be evaluated. For this purpose, it is often crucial to consider how key micro-architecture aspects, such as accessing different memory levels and functional units, affect the attainable power and energy consumption. To ease this process, we propose a set of insightful cache-aware models to characterize the upper-bounds for power, energy and energy-efficiency of modern multi-cores in three different domains of the processor chip: cores, uncore and package. The practical importance of the proposed models is illustrated when optimizing matrix multiplication and deriving a set of power envelopes and energy-efficiency ranges of the micro-architecture for different operating frequencies. The proposed models are experimentally validated on a computing platform with a quad-core Intel 3770K processor by using hardware counters, on-chip power monitoring facilities and assembly micro-benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

On the road to pursuing highly energy-efficient execution, current and future trends in computer architecture move towards complex and heterogeneous designs by incorporating specialized functional units and cores [1]. In this process, it is often crucial to consider the characteristics/demands of different applications and the capability of relevant micro-architecture components to satisfy these demands. In such a broad design space, evaluating benefits and trade-offs for a set of different optimization goals and approaches is a hard and time consuming task.

Although cycle-accurate simulators can precisely model the functionality of architectures and applications, these environments are rather complex, hard to use and difficult to develop [2]. In contrast, to perform a rapid analysis of different design solutions, insightful modeling is of great practical importance for computer architects and application designers, especially in early design stages and for fast prototyping. This type of modeling is usually focused on describing the vital functional aspects of the architecture via intuitive graphical representation, such as our recently proposed Cache-Aware Roofline Model (CARM) [3].

CARM is a novel insightful Roofline Concept that allows a description of the performance upper bounds for multi-core architectures with complex memory hierarchy [3]. Later works, such as [4]–[7], also corroborate the advantages of incorporating multiple memory levels into a single performance model. However, to this date, there are no insightful power/energy consumption and/or energy-efficiency models based on the CARM principles. The work proposed in this paper aims at closing this gap.

The key contribution of this paper is a set of insightful cache-aware models to characterize the upper-bounds for power, energy and energy-efficiency of modern multi-core architectures. The proposed Power CARMs explicitly consider how the accesses to different memory levels and utilization of specific functional units impact the power consumption in different domains of the processor chip – cores, off-core components (uncore) and the overall chip. This paper also proposes the Total Power CARM that defines the complete power envelope of a multi-core processor at a single frequency level. By coupling two fundamental CARMs (i.e., performance [3] and the proposed Power CARMs) different models can be derived to express the architecture efficiency limits. Due to their practical importance, we focus herein on two pivotal models, namely the Energy and Energy-efficiency CARMs, using which the maximum energy-efficiency of the micro-architecture is formalized.

The proposed models are experimentally validated on a computing platform with a quad-core Intel 3770K processor by using hardware counters, on-chip power monitoring facilities and assembly micro-benchmarks, while their usefulness is illustrated when optimizing matrix multiplication. The proposed models are also used to analyze the Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) benefits from the application and micro-architecture perspectives, where different power envelopes and energy-efficiency ranges are derived for a range of supported operational frequencies.

2 BACKGROUND: ROOFLINE MODELING

The Roofline Modeling represents an insightful approach for describing the attainable performance upper bounds of the micro-architecture (e.g., $F_a$ in flops/s). It is based on the observation that the execution time $T$ can be limited either by the time to perform computations ($T_\beta$) or memory operations ($T_\delta$), i.e., it assumes a perfect overlap of these operations in time ($T = \max(T_\delta, T_\beta)$). Hence, in the
micro-architecture, the execution can be limited either by the processor computation capabilities (e.g., peak Floating Point (FP) performance, $F_p$ in $\text{flops}/\text{s}$) or by the memory subsystem capabilities (i.e., the memory bandwidth, $B$).

To date, there are two main approaches for performance Roofline modeling, the Original Roofline Model (ORM) [8] and our recently proposed CARM [3]. Although both approaches model $F_p$, the fundamental differences lie in the way how memory traffic is considered and how intensity is defined, i.e., the $x$-axis in the plots. The ORM considers data traffic between two subsequent memory levels, thus the $x$-axis refers to Operational Intensity ($OI$), e.g., $\text{flops}/\text{DRAM bytes}$, where DRAM bytes refers to amount of data traffic between the Last Level Cache (LLC) and DRAM [8]. In contrast, CARM considers Arithmetic Intensity ($AI$) on the $x$-axis, i.e., $\text{flops}$/byte, where byte reflects data traffic at the memory ports of the processor pipeline (i.e., as seen by the cores) [3]. This fundamental difference has direct repercussions in how the two models are constructed, experimentally validated, and used for application characterization and optimization, as summarized in Fig. 1.

**Model construction:** The memory hierarchy of modern multi-cores consists of a set of private and shared caches memory levels, as depicted in Fig. 2 for an Intel 3770K processor. Hence, for this micro-architecture, it is required to construct 4 different ORM instances (one for each memory level). Each instance is built by considering the peak theoretical bandwidth ($B_y$) of the selected memory level and the OI that reflects the data transfers at that level ($OI_x$), where $x \in \{\text{DRAM} \rightarrow \text{L3}, \text{L3} \rightarrow \text{LL2}, \ldots\}$. As a result, the attainable performance in ORM is expressed as $F_y = \min \{B_y \cdot OI_x, F_p\}$ [8]. All ORM instances can be constructed from processor specifications (data-sheets). For the Intel 3770K, Fig. 3-D presents the most commonly used ORM DRAM instance [8].

In contrast to ORM, the attainable performance in CARM is modeled as $F_{a,y}(AI) = \min \{B_y \cdot AI, F_p\}$, where $y \in \{\text{L3-C}, \text{L3-C}, \ldots, \text{L1-C}\}$ [3]. Since AI refers to the memory traffic as seen by the cores (C), the CARM includes all memory levels in a single plot, as depicted in Fig. 3-C for the Intel 3770K. In CARM, $B_y$ reflects the realistically attainable bandwidth from a certain memory level to the core, which is lower than the corresponding peak bandwidth ($B_y$), since it includes the time to traverse all higher memory levels (see Fig. 2). Hence, CARM observes the data traffic, FP operations and time (clock cycles) from a consistent architecture point of view. Although $F_p$ can be derived from data-sheets, the $B_y$ values are usually experimentally determined [3].

**Model interpretation and experimental validation:** The ORM and CARM are similarly interpreted. In Fig. 3-C/D, the slanted lines mark the memory-bound regions, while the $F_p$ limits the compute-bound region (horizontal line). The ridge point (where the slanted and horizontal lines intersect) is the minimum intensity to reach maximum performance.

The experimental validation of both ORM and CARM is performed with (micro-)benchmarks capable of fully exercising the functional units and memory subsystem. The CARM is experimentally validated for a range of different Intel micro-architectures with accuracy higher than 90% for all modeled regions [3], [9]. The impossibility of validating ORM with real benchmarks is discussed in [4], while adopting the micro-benchmark methodology from [3] and [10].

**Application characterization and optimization:** Roofline models are typically used to simplify detection of the main application bottlenecks. To depict the differences between CARM and ORM, Fig. 3 presents a hand-tuned dense matrix multiplication example based on a layered AVX Z-Morton ordering ($C = A \cdot B$) [11], where 5 different optimizations are applied (see Fig. 3-B). The numbered markers represent experimental points obtained for each code version (median value from 8192 runs) using the hardware counters and experimental setup in Fig. 2.

In ORM, the cache-oblivious baseline code 1 is characterized as strictly memory-bound ($OI \approx 1$). Its performance can be potentially improved to fully exploit the theoretical DRAM bandwidth ($B_{D-LLC}$). In CARM, code 1 has $AI \approx 0.5$, which belongs to the memory-bound regions of all memory levels except L1, where it is compute-bound. According to the plotted performance, CARM shows code 1 as DRAM-bound, while fully exploiting the achievable DRAM bandwidth ($B_{D-C}$). The DRAM-bound nature of code 1 is confirmed with the Intel top-down method [9], [12].

Since both models hint DRAM accesses as potential bottlenecks, the B matrix is transposed in code 2 to improve the L3 data re-use. In ORM, code 2 is strictly memory-bound, while almost reaching the theoretical $B_{D-LLC}$. This observation may have two interpretations: a) no further optimizations can be applied to improve performance; or b) switch to a different ORM instance to get more insights is required. In contrast, CARM suggests that L3 accesses should
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1. To fully exploit the architecture capabilities, Double Precision (DP) Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) instructions are considered.

2. Algorithm implementation details and all analytical derivations are presented in the online Supplemental Material.
be improved to reach higher performance. By following the CARM guidelines, cache blocking for L3, L2 and L1 levels is applied in codes 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Since no reordering of FP, LD or ST instructions is performed, the AI is kept at \( \approx 0.5 \) (see Fig. 3-A and 3-C). In CARM, these codes allowed surpassing the L3→C and reaching the L2→C slopes, while further improving performance by \( \approx 4x \). Finally, the Intel MKL version (code 6) reaches the initially predicted CARM L1 compute-bound region, without changing AI. However, when codes 3, 4, 5 and 6 are plotted in ORM, a significant shift in OI can be observed (from \( \approx 1 \) to \( \approx 0.66 \)), where the codes are characterized as strictly compute-bound.

**Application behavior and intensity prediction:** To understand the application behavior in the Roofline models the intensity must be analytically tractable [13]. The AI in CARM can be derived by simply counting the number of FP and memory (LD+ST) instructions. For complex algorithms, AI can be obtained with automatic code analysis tools, e.g., Intel Analyzer [14]. As shown in Fig. 3-E, the analytical AI for different code versions match the obtained empirical counter values with an average percent error of 0.09%.

By considering the traffic at a single memory level (e.g., DRAM), the OI in ORM corresponds to Kung’s I/O complexity [15]. From this aspect, several works analyzed the ORM applicability for linear algebra kernels [13], [16]. These studies agree that predicting the OI (thus, understanding the application behavior in the ORM) is not a trivial task, since both the algorithm details and micro-architecture features (e.g., cache sizes, replacement policy) need to be considered. Generally, one can only derive the OI bounds [13], [16]. For the code versions in Fig. 3-A, the analytical ORM analysis is performed by estimating the number of LLC misses. The derived OI for codes 1 and 2 roughly matches the experimental values. As also referred in [13], the derived OI for codes 3, 4 and 5 depends on the block size, which explains their shift in OI towards the compute-bound region. However, the obtained average percent error is relatively high (16.4%), mainly due to the unpredictable behavior of code 4 and the difficulty in predicting all LLC replacements [13], [16].

**Use-cases and model extensions:** Several works rely in the ORM for application characterization and optimization [8], [17], in visualization tools [4], or for analyzing its practical applicability [13], [16]. The ORM was also applied to aid hardware/software co-design [2], [18] and for different device architectures [19]. Several studies extend the ORM usability by including additional micro-architecture features (e.g., latency, throughput) [20], dynamic characterization [21] or performance prediction [22].

Although recent, the CARM [3] was used for optimization and characterization of real-world applications [9], [23], and for exploring architecture designs [24]. Several counter-level tools were proposed to facilitate the CARM-based analysis [25], [26]. For the CARM, the effects of prefetching, different instruction types/mixes and minimum modeling were analyzed in [7], [9]. The need for cache-awareness is also exemplified in recent works of the ORM authors [17], while adopting the CARM-based principles in [4].

**Power, Energy and Efficiency:** The ORM principles are applied to energy modeling in [10], [19] for processors with a two-level memory hierarchy, by assuming that energy of FP and memory operations can not be overlapped. Power consumption and energy-efficiency ORMs are derived from the energy ORM. The scope is the complete CPU package, and external power meters were used for validation.

In this paper, we propose power, energy and efficiency modeling of multi-cores with complex memory hierarchy based on the ORM principles. The proposed models inherit all differences between the ORM and CARM, thus they offer fundamentally different architecture modeling when compared to [10], [19]. The scope of this work is modeling the power consumption of different micro-architecture domains (cores, uncore and package) by specifically considering the impact of accessing different levels of the memory hierarchy. The energy and energy-efficiency CARMs are derived from the proposed power and performance CARMs.

### 3 Power Consumption Modeling

To model the power consumption upper-bounds of a micro-architecture based on the CARM principles (Power CARM), a relation must be established between the AI and the power consumption when FP operations (flips) and memory operations (maps) are performed simultaneously. The Power CARM methodology consists of three steps: i) experimental analysis of the real micro-architecture (to assess the fundamental principles behind the power variation when flips and accesses to different memory levels are performed separately); ii) analytical derivation (based on the micro-architecture analysis); and iii) experimental validation.

Being a micro-architecture model, the Power CARM considers three different (internal) domains of the processor chip: i) cores domain \( (P_c) \) - the power consumed by the components involved in instruction execution (e.g.,
pipeline, functional units and caches); ii) uncore domain ($P_u$) - power consumed by the other on-chip components, e.g., memory controller and interconnects; and iii) package domain ($P_p$) - the overall chip power consumption.

**Micro-architecture experimental analysis:** To evaluate the micro-architecture upper-bounds, i.e., to fully exercise the FP units and memory subsystem, two different assembly micro-benchmarks were designed (the test codes 1 and 2 in Fig. 4-A). This evaluation must be performed with architecture-specific micro-benchmarks, since real applications are not tailored for deep micro-architecture testing [3], [4]. Because the modeling scope of the Power CARM covers on-chip components, the power consumption can only be assessed with internal monitoring facilities. Due to space limitations, we present the Intel 3770K (Ivy Bridge) evaluation conducted with the counters and setup in Fig. 2, Intel RAPL [27] and precise monitoring tools [9], [25], [26]. However, the derived conclusions and models are also valid and experimentally verified for other architectures [9].

Since the Intel 3770K pipeline contains 3 memory ports (2LD+1ST), the test code 1 is tailored to traverse the memory hierarchy by increasing the amount of 2LD+1ST AVX operations in different code runs. Each experimental point in Fig. 4-B represents the median of 8192 runs of a single code instance (fixed 2LD+1ST amount, warm-caches with counter training) [9]. The $B_y$ maximums, for $y \in \{L_1 \cdots C \}^g$, were obtained by accessing successive memory locations (for all 4 cores in parallel). For example, in Fig. 4-B the experimental $B_{L1-C}$ matches the theoretical L1 bandwidth.

As presented in Fig. 4-B, $B_y$ decreases when accessing different memory levels (from L1 to DRAM) [3]. However, while the power consumption in the cores domain ($P_{c,y}^\beta$) increases when accessing the caches (from L1 to L3), it decreases for DRAM accesses. The power consumption increase in the caches is caused by the combined activity of all lower cache levels, which prevails the decrease in data-fetch rate ($B_y$). When servicing DRAM requests, the very low $B_{D-C}$ causes a power consumption drop, due to reduced activity in the caches (stalled while waiting for the data). In the uncore domain ($P_{u,y}^\beta$), the power remains constant for cache-only traffic, while it increases for DRAM accesses (due to a more intensive utilization of the on-chip memory controller and interconnects) [4]. In the package domain, the power consumption ($P_{p,y}^\beta$) is the sum of $P_{c,y}^\beta$ and $P_{u,y}^\beta$.

In the Intel 3770K pipeline, two ports provide simultaneous access to AVX arithmetic units, which are exercised by varying the amount of MUL+ADD FP operations (test code 2 in Fig. 4-A). As shown in Fig. 4-C (shaded region), the theoretical quad-core peak FP performance ($F_p=112$ Gflops/s) was experimentally reached. The lower performance on the left corresponds to an insufficient number of flops to fill the execution pipeline. Thus, the power consumption in the cores ($P_{c,y}^\beta$) and package domains ($P_{p,y}^\beta$) initially increases, and it saturates to a constant value, when $F_p$ is reached. In the uncore domain ($P_{u,y}^\beta$), the power is constant (only arithmetic units are used) and equal to the uncached power of cores.

**Power CARM (cores domain):** As shown in Fig. 4, the $B_y$ regions correspond to stable $P_{c,y}^\beta$ power regions, while the $F_y$ region matches the $P_{c,y}^\beta$. To model the performance upper-bounds ($F_{c,y}$) in CARM [3], it is sufficient to relate $A_I$, $B_y$, and $F_p$ (i.e., $F_{c,y}=\min(B_y/A_I,F_p)$) by assuming a perfect overlap of flops and mops. However, this strategy can not be directly applied for deriving the Power CARM.

For a single memory level, the micro-architecture performance “sweet spot” lies at the ridge point, i.e., $AI=F_p/B_y$. However, in the Power CARM, the highest power consumption is expected to occur at the ridge point. Since the mops and flops are overlapped and take the same amount of time ($T=I_{y}^{p,c}=I_{y}^{c,y}$), both operation types must have the maximum contribution to the overall power (all components actively used during $T$). However, this contribution of mops and flops does not directly correspond to $P_{c,y}^\beta$ and $P_{p,y}^\beta$ in Fig. 4 (the power when mops and flops are separately performed).

When mops and flops are executed simultaneously, they must share a portion of the pipeline (e.g., instruction cache, pipeline stages, scheduler). Hence, the $P_{c,y}^\beta$ and $P_{p,y}^\beta$ in Fig. 4 include the static power of the chip and the dynamic power of the shared components. This power contribution is referred herein as the constant power $P_{c,y}^\alpha$ and $P_{p,y}^\alpha$. As such, $P_{c,y}^\beta$ and $P_{p,y}^\beta$ in Fig. 4 include $P_{c,y}^\beta$ and the variable power ($P_{c,y}^\beta$) of logical blocks that are only active for a specific operation type, i.e., $P_{c,y}^\beta=I_{c,y}^\alpha+P_{c,y}^\beta$ and $P_{p,y}^\beta=I_{c,y}^\alpha+P_{p,y}^\beta$, where $I_{c,y}^\alpha$ and $P_{c,y}^\beta$ refer to the variable power consumption of flops and mops (at the y memory level), respectively. As a result, at the ridge point of the Power CARM, i.e., $P_{c,y}^\beta(AI_{y})$, the
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3. Extensive analysis, experimental evaluation, testing methodology and validation details for 4 different Intel processors can be found in [9], including different types/mixes of FP and memory operations, prefetching, and a set of additional efficiency models.

4. As stated in [27], the DRAM power corresponds to the consumption of the on-chip components servicing the DRAM requests (e.g., memory controller), while the ring, L3 cache and snooping agent reside in the same clock and voltage domain as the cores, i.e., the cores domain.
Power CARM (package domain): The power consumption of the overall chip (package domain), $P_{p,y}(AI)$, corresponds to a superposition of $P_{c,y}(AI)$ and $P_{u,y}(AI)$, i.e., $P_{p,y}(AI) = P_{c,y}(AI) + P_{u,y}(AI)$. For the cache levels, power hills have the same shape as in the cores domain, but shifted up by $P_{p}$. For the DRAM accesses, in addition to the $P_{p}$, the power consumption in the memory-bound region also includes the $P_{c}$ contribution (see $P_{c,D}^p$ vs. $P_{c,D}^c$ in Fig. 5-A).

Experimental validation: Figure 5-B presents the analytical Power CARM models (solid lines) for cores and uncore domains for the quad-core Intel 3700K (Ivy Bridge). The proposed models are experimentally validated with the AVX assembly test code 3 in Fig. 4 using the hardware counters and setup in Fig. 2, Intel RAPL [27] and precise monitoring tools [9]. To experimentally reach the maximum power consumption, for different levels of the memory hierarchy and power domains, our testing methodology is based on performing thousands of assembly tests with different AI. This is achieved by controlling the mix of 2LD+1ST and MUL+ADD AVX instructions in test code 3, upon which the constant and variable power contributions are determined by applying (1). Each experimentally obtained point represents the median value across 8,192 test repetitions for a fixed AI. To show the accuracy, the relative root-mean squared error ($\text{rRMSE}$) and curve fitness ($100/(1+r\text{RMSE})$) are reported in Fig. 5-B. For all domains and memory levels, the experimentally obtained points match the analytical Power CARMs with an $\text{rRMSE}$ of about 0.01 and fitness above 99%.

Total Power CARM: The Power CARM considers distinct power consumption values for different memory levels ($P_{c,y}$), which also results in a fixed number of clearly defined power hills (one per memory level). However, as presented in Fig. 4, the power consumption transitions between memory levels and for different number of flops are gradual and they may affect the analysis and conclusions obtained from the models. For these reasons, the Total Power CARM is proposed herein, which considers a full range of possible power consumption states and values by including transitional memory regions and different number of flops. As presented in Fig. 6, for the Intel 3770K, the transitional states provoke a spatial disposition of the hill shapes, thus creating additional overlapping regions. By considering all the hill tops and Total Power CARM regions, the Total Power Roofline is constructed, which defines the complete CARM power envelope for the micro-architecture (the topmost dark thick line in Fig. 6). The Total Power Roofline provides

5. Detailed analytical derivations for all proposed models are provided in the online Appendix.
the insights on the power consumption upper-bounds when traversing the memory hierarchy, e.g., in Fig. 6, for the Intel 3770K, the power consumption reaches the highest values when flops are overlapped with the L3 accesses, while it is significantly lower for the other memory levels.

4 Energy and Energy-Efficiency Modeling

Based on the fundamental micro-architecture models, i.e., the proposed Performance and Power CARMs, a variety of models can be derived for different execution metrics. We focus herein on the Energy and Energy-efficiency CARMs.

Energy CARM: By relying on the Power CARM, the Energy CARM (cores domain), for a memory level $y$, is defined as $E_{c,y}(AI) = F_{c,y}(AI) \cdot T(Al)$, such that:

$$E_{c,y}(AI) = \phi \cdot \frac{P_q}{\min\{B_y \cdot AI, F_p\}} + \frac{P_{v,\phi} \cdot B_y \cdot AI}{F_p} + \frac{P_{v,\beta} \cdot B_y \cdot AI}{F_p}.$$

(3)

where $\phi$ is the number of flops, while the addition terms represent the energy consumption relative to the constant power, and variable power of mops and flops, respectively.

Figure 7 presents the Total Energy CARM for the Intel 3770K. The energy consumption is approximately constant in the memory-bound region, while it increases with AI in the compute-bound region as the number of flops and its associated computation time increase, following the time domain trend in [9]. This trend is evidenced for all memory levels, with increasing energy from L1 to DRAM. In contrast, the energy ORM from [10] assumes: i) fixed energy per flop and mop; and ii) the superposition of energy consumption for flops and mops. However, according to the experimental evaluation in Fig. 4, the energy per flop and per mop can vary with the number of flops and accessed memory level, thus they can not be regarded as constant (fixed) values, while the contributions of mops and flops are only partially superposed in the power domain (see Section 3).

Energy-efficiency CARM: To characterize the micro-architecture efficiency limits in flops per unit of energy (J), the Energy-efficiency CARM (cores domain) is defined as $\xi_{c,y}(AI) = F_{u,y}(AI) / P_{c,y}(AI) = \phi / E_{c,y}(AI)$, and from (3):

$$\xi_{c,y}(AI) = B_y \cdot AI \cdot F_p \cdot \frac{P_c}{P_c \cdot \max\{F_p, B_y \cdot AI\} + P_{v,\phi} \cdot F_p + P_{v,\beta} \cdot B_y \cdot AI}.$$

(4)

The model can be similarly derived for the other power domains, i.e., uncore, $\xi_{u,y}(AI)$, and package, $\xi_{p,y}(AI)$, by considering $P_{u,y}(AI)$ and $P_{p,y}(AI)$, respectively.

For the Intel 3770K, the Total Energy-efficiency CARM for the package domain is shown in Fig. 8, which considers the complete memory hierarchy and all transitional states. As it can be seen, accessing different memory levels and performing different FP operations (AVX MAD or ADD/MUL) results in different energy-efficiency curves. In the memory-bound region, the lowest efficiency is achieved when accessing the DRAM, while the highest efficiency occurs for the L1. As $AI$ increases, all energy-efficiency curves converge towards the maximum efficiency of the micro-architecture.

Theoretically, the maximum energy-efficiency of the micro-architecture ($\xi_{max}$) can only be achieved for $AI \sim \infty$, i.e., when the variable power of mops reaches 0, while maintaining the peak performance $F_p$. Hence, it can be analytically derived from (4) as $\xi_{max} = F_p / P_{\phi}$. In practice, one can only asymptotically approach to the maximum efficiency. For these reasons, when interpreting the proposed Energy-efficiency CARM, we claim that there are several energy-efficiency regions, where only a certain percentage of the maximum efficiency can be achieved and that these regions are a property of the micro-architecture.

In Fig. 8, for the Intel 3770K, the regions with energy-efficiency above 99% are marked for different memory levels (regions delimited with vertical lines). As it can be seen, the entry points to the high efficiency regions ($AI$) differ for different memory levels and increase when accessing memory levels from L1 to DRAM. Typically, the high efficiency entry points do not correspond to the performance ridge points (marked with an “X” in Fig. 8). In fact, since the ridge points correspond to the maximum power consumption, they do not guarantee achieving the maximum energy-efficiency.

5 Use Cases: Applications and DVFS

The proposed Power, Energy and Energy-efficiency CARMs were used for the micro-architecture analysis in Sections 3 and 4, while this section focuses on their practical usability.

Application optimization and characterization: To show the benefits of different modeling strategies, the code versions for matrix multiplication optimization from Section 2 are analyzed herein in the proposed CARMs and in the state-of-the-art power and energy-efficiency ORMs [10]. Figure 9 presents experimental results obtained for the different code versions (numbered markers, median value across 8192 runs) using the hardware counters and setup in Fig. 2, the Intel RAPL [27] and the monitoring tools from [9].

In all domains (power, energy and energy-efficiency), the proposed CARMs and the models from [10] inherit all fundamental differences between the performance CARM [3]
Fig. 9: Matrix multiplication code versions in Power and Energy-efficiency CARMs and ORMs (Intel 3770K, 4 Cores).

and ORM [8] stated in Section 2. Additionally, the proposed CARMs consider three different domains of the processor chip (cores, uncore, package) by relying on the on-chip monitoring facilities. The models from [10] focus on the package domain and peripheral components (e.g., cooler, off-chip interconnects) by using external power meters. Hence, the proposed CARMs and the models from [10] offer different perspectives when analyzing the micro-architecture upper-bounds, and they are also differently constructed, interpreted and used for application characterization.

By adhering to the CARM principles, each code version has the same AI in the Power, Energy-efficiency and Performance CARMs in Fig. 9-A and 3-C. Although codes 1 to 6 provide performance improvements (Fig. 3-C), they affect power consumption and energy-efficiency differently. Since code 1 is close to the maximum DRAM→C power in Fig. 9-A, the Power CARM unveils that any performance (cache utilization) improvement must further increase power consumption. Hence, the power increases for code 2, reaches the maximum for code 3, and then gradually decreases for codes 4 to 6. This observation corroborates the Power CARM postulates from Section 3, where fostering L3 data re-use (in codes 2 and 3) corresponds to the highest power consumption of the micro-architecture, while improving L1 and L2 accesses (in codes 4 to 6) reduces power consumption.

The Energy-efficiency CARM in Fig. 9-A helps visualizing performance vs. power consumption trade-offs. Significant efficiency improvements are achieved by surpassing the memory-bound lines with codes 1 to 5, while code 6 is close to the modeled L1 upper-bound. These observations reflect a high discrepancy between the Intel 3770K performance and power ranges (see Sections 2 and 3), where a significant performance improvement can be achieved with a relatively small power consumption increase. Although code 6 lies at the entry point of the L1 high efficiency region (see Fig. 8), its efficiency can possibly be improved by code restructuring to deliver a higher AI, thus approaching to the \( \xi_{max} \) by keeping the performance with lower L1 power.

By following the ORM principles, the same codes in the Power and Energy-efficiency DRAM ORMs [10] and in the performance ORM [8] have the same and highly dispersed OI in Fig. 9-B and 3-D. Although code 1 lies in the Power ORM memory-bound region, codes 2 to 5 break the roofline (the maximum modeled DRAM power). As shown in Fig. 9-B, points 3 and 4 are beyond the modeling scope, since they break the absolute maximum Power DRAM ORM (the constant power \( P_{O} = 0 \) from [10]). As referred in [10], this behavior may be caused by the increased energy for cache accesses, since the Energy ORM is considered in [10] as a fundamental model (upon which the Power and Energy-efficiency ORMs are derived). In [10], the cache Energy ORM instances are built by applying a set of linear regressions on the experimental data (one per memory level, over a set of parameters obtained from the previous regressions). Hence, for the Intel 3770K, 4 linear regressions are required to fit 6 different parameters using 4 different experimental setups [10]. In contrast, for the proposed Power CARMs, only \( P_{O} \) needs to be determined, as referred in Section 3.

The code versions show a similar behavior in the Energy-efficiency [10] and performance ORMs [8] in Fig. 9-B and 3-D. By considering the DRAM traffic, the Energy-efficiency ORM provides insights for the least efficient execution domain. In [10], this model is interpreted according to: i) the energy-balance point (\( B_{s} \)) - the OI where flops and mops consume an equal amount of energy; and ii) the balance gap - the ratio between \( B_{s} \) and the ORM ridge point (\( B_{r} \)). As shown in Fig. 9-B, the Intel 3770K balance gap suggests that optimizing for performance implies energy-efficiency [10], and codes 1 and 2 are energy memory-bound, while codes 3 to 6 are compute-bound. However, optimizing for the \( B_{r} \) does not always imply the best energy-efficiency. This is evident in [28], where energy savings are achieved by separating (in time) mops and flops for DRAM-bound applications.

According to the proposed CARMs, this energy reduction is a trade-off in the power-time domain, i.e., avoiding the power hill top by slightly increasing the execution time.

**Cache-aware DVFS Roofline Modeling:** The proposed CARMs can also be used for DVFS analysis, as shown in Fig. 10 for the Intel 3770K (core frequency range from 1.6 to 3.5GHz). In Fig. 10-A, the Performance CARM roofs steadily scale across frequency levels, namely: i) for caches, the ridge points have constant AI, since \( F_{p} \) and \( B_{y-c} \) depend on the frequency (see \( R_{y} \) arrows in Fig. 10-A, \( y \in \{ L1, L2, L3 \} \)); and ii) since the \( B_{y-c} \) is nearly constant (the DRAM operates at a fixed off-chip frequency), the AI of the DRAM roof points (\( R_{D} \)) increases with the core frequency. Besides these effects, the power also increases with the frequency for all memory levels in the Power CARM, while in the Energy-efficiency CARM each memory level has a distinct efficiency range (mainly for the DRAM accesses, where the highest efficiency is achieved at the lowest frequency). Hence, a DRAM-bound application can become compute-bound by decreasing the frequency (see X arrows), while increasing frequency does not provide performance benefits and may reduce efficiency due to higher power (see Y arrows). From CARM perspective, the \( R_{y} \) lines may intersect with \( R_{D} \) at low frequencies,
thus suggesting redundancy of the respective cache levels (e.g., at 390MHz for L3 in Fig. 10-A).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a set of insightful cache-aware power, energy and energy-efficiency models are proposed, which are based on the CARM principles [3] and consider three domains of the processor chip (cores, uncore and package). The proposed models are constructed and experimentally validated on a platform with a quad-core Intel 3770K processor by using on-chip monitoring facilities and micro-benchmarks. To show their practical importance, the proposed models are used for matrix multiplication optimization and frequency scaling analysis, where different power envelopes and energy-efficiency ranges are derived. Since the proposed models are analytically formulated, the development of visualization tools and integration with existing models (e.g., CACTI [29] and [6]) represent future work directions.
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